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GROPERZ ROUTE-SETTING HAND HOLDS
Patented Groperz Hand Holds are included with most of our climbing walls. 
We have a variety of shapes to offer climbers including pockets, pinches, 
slopers, jugs, crimps and edges. These high-quality holds are known throughout 
the climbing industry for their superb design and durability.

 • 16 different sets available

 • Color-coded to simplify level type when setting routes

 • Each hold embossed with identifiers to easily set routes

 • Mounting hardware and 5/16” Allen wrench included in each order

 • Colors and codes are part of route maps in Route-Setting Guide (not included)

Note: Our Route-Setting Guide is not compatible with Relief Feature, Magna Relief Feature, Superior Rock, WeeKidz or Mural Walls.

BEGINNER (A–D)
LARGE SIZES 

= EASy

INTERMEDIATE (E–H)
VARyING SIZES 

= LIGHT CHALLENGE

ADVANCED (I–L)
MEDIUM SIZES 

= CHALLENGING

EXPERIENCED (M–P)
VARyING SIZES & SHAPES 
= TECHNIQUE BUILDING

TRAVERSE WALL ROUTE-SETTING GUIDE

The Route-Setting Guide is the only guide of its kind in the 
industry. The guide is intended for use with our Groperz 
Route-Setting Hand Holds that are labeled with numbers, 
letters and arrows to assist instructors with the route-setting 
process. Instructors can set routes of varying difficulty 
using the maps illustrated in this guide.

ANATOMY Of A HAND HOLD

 • Specially designed for children; tendon-friendly and easy to grip.

 • Hybrid resin makes holds strong and durable.

 • Standardized bolt length and type make mounting and remounting holds easy.

 • Hand Holds are bolted into 5/8” mechanically-fastened preset placement options (T-nuts)
that are attached to the climbing wall panels with screws. Most panels come with 66 T-nuts.
These preset placement options allow for moving holds and adding additional hand holds.

 • Special Round Relief Texture is designed for comfort.

GROPERZ ROUTE-SETTING HAND HOLDS (10 PER SET) SCALE 1” 2” 3” 4” 5” 6”
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GROPERZ™ HAND HOLDS | CLIMBING

Protected by U.S. Patent. everlastclimbing/patents

https://www.carid.com/groperz/
https://www.carid.com/hiking-climbing.html
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GROPERZ CHARACTER HOLDS

Reinforce character education concepts with alphabet hand holds 
that spell out eight character traits. Mounting hardware included.

SET 1: CARING, RESPONSIBILITY, HONESTY, RESPECT 
SET 2: COURAGE, DILIGENCE, KINDNESS, TRUST

BALL HOLDER

This unique hand hold was specifically 
designed to hold a ball during activities 
and initiative games and can also be 
used as a hand hold. Sold with five 
activities and mounting hardware.

ADAPTIVE HAND HOLDS

Our specially - designed Adaptive Hand and Foot Holds 
provide the stability and extra support some participants 
need to be successful on a climbing wall. Hand holds 
feature a comfortable grab bar that allows for a secure 
grip. Hand holds can be mounted vertically, horizontally or 
at an angle for versatility. The Adaptive Foot Holds provide 
5” deep ledges that help climbers maintain balance and 
lessen fatigue. They are available in two lengths.

Adaptive Hand and Foot Holds increase climbing wall 
accessibility for people with a variety of disabilities or 
mobility needs and can be mounted on most of our 
climbing wall panel styles.

Holds are sold in sets of one large red foot hold, one  
small blue foot hold and four hand holds. Mounting 
hardware included. Protected by U.S. Patent. everlastclimbing/patents

Note: Adaptive Hand Holds are only for use with certain Everlast Climbing Walls.

GROPERZ ALPHABET & NUMBER HOLDS

Customize your climbing wall with your organization’s name, 
team name, words to inspire climbers or numbers to label your 
panels. Available in blue or red. Choose from bolt-on, which 
attach with preset placement options, or easy mount, which 
attach with wood screws. Mounting hardware included.

YELLOW/BLUE HAND HOLD 
11” X 17”

SMALL BLUE fOOT HOLD 
19” X 5”

LARGE RED fOOT HOLD 
31” X 5”

NOTE: Available in every letter of the 
alphabet and numbers 1 through 10.

GROPERZ CRITTERZ™ HAND HOLDS (10/SET)

Climbers will enjoy reaching for a turtle, dragonfly and other 
“critterz” when you add Groperz Critterz to your wall. Their 
bright yellow color attracts the eye and the fun shapes add 
variety to each panel. Available in yellow.

TRAINING & INSPECTION | CLIMBING

TRAVERSE WALL & TOP ROPE WALL TRAINING
Everlast Climbing provides personalized, on-site training for 
your staff. Our comprehensive, one-day training on Traverse 
Walls or Top Rope Walls is designed to provide staff with the 
knowledge and skills necessary to confidently teach climbing 
at their facility and to inspire the adoption of indoor climbing 
as an additional lifetime fitness activity. The hands-on training 
sessions are facilitated by an experienced educator and 
include:

 • Introduction to climbing and how to include climbing in
your program

 • Climbing vocabulary, techniques, procedures and equipment

 • Climbing activities and assessment

 • Opportunities to practice climbing

 • Belay technique and practice (for Top Rope Walls)

 • Safety and risk management protocols

 • Climbing wall and equipment maintenance

Team Building and StartFIT Fitness Trainings are also available.

Note: A Top Rope Wall Training is included with purchase of a Top Rope Climbing Wall.

INSPECTION & RETRAINING
This valuable service includes an inspection of your climbing 
wall with an examination of the surface features (panels, 
hand holds and belay anchors), as well as a review of your 
current risk management practices and procedures. you 
will receive a report of the inspection outcomes including 
recommendations for remediation, if applicable. Additionally, 
this service includes a half-day climbing wall refresher 
training course hosted by an educator on our staff. you may 
also opt for a more in-depth one-day training for staff not 
previously trained.

Note: This opportunity is offered only on Everlast Climbing walls.

“
JESSICA ALLRED

Health and Physical education Teacher 
Boyertown Junior High school west 

Boyertown, PA

The facilitator was incredibly knowledgeable and upon ending the inservice, I feel very capable teaching the 
climbing wall.            ”
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TRAVERSE WALL CHALLENGE COURSE

Our patented Traverse Wall Challenge Course offers exciting opportunities for individual and team challenges. Three sizes of 
foam “noodles” fit into specially -designed Groperz Hand Holds to form loops, lines and starburst obstacles for children to climb 
over, under, around and through. you can even place balls on your Challenge Course! Set includes: six Small Single-Noodle 
Holds, six Large Quintuple-Noodle Holds, six 72-inch Noodles, ten 18-inch Noodles, fourteen 12-inch Noodles, five Activity Balls, 
mounting hardware, 5/16” Allen wrench and five sample wall activities. Protected by U.S. Patent. everlastclimbing/patents

DISCOVERY™ PLATES

Facilitate cross-curricular activities and games with these magnetic 
dry-erase plates. Instructors and participants can write on them 
with dry-erase markers or place magnets on them. They fit easily 
between the hand holds and your climbing wall. Each set of ten 
plates includes dry-erase markers, five activities and one set each 
of word, letter and math magnets.  
Protected by U.S. Patent. everlastclimbing/patents

STARTfIT® SYSTEM

Our StartFIT System is an innovative product designed to 
increase the fitness-enhancing capabilities of your existing 
climbing wall. The StartFIT System attaches to your existing 
climbing wall and creates up to 11 fitness stations. The 
product package includes resistance tubes of varying 
length and strength, our detailed StartFIT Guide, individual 
instruction cards for each exercise station and specially-
designed StartFIT Anchors to “host” each station. Available 
in full and small sets. Also available in Direct Mount for 
attaching to a CMU or brick wall.  
Protected by U.S. Patent. everlastclimbing/patents

ADD-ONS & ACCESSORIES | CLIMBING
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CLIMB ACROSS AMERICA™

Learn the locations of states and capitals and unscramble facts 
about our great nation all while enhancing physical fitness levels. 
The 23” x 25” Climb Across America activity board features a 
colorful dry-erase and magnet-accepting map of the United States. 
The package also includes names and capital magnets, an activity 
guide and hardware.
Note: For use on magnet-accepting walls or with Discovery Plates.

WE ARE PROUD TO OffER THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE 
SET Of EDUCATIONAL CLIMBING MATERIALS AVAILABLE.

 TEAM BUILDING RESOURCES | TEAM BUILDING

“

TEAM BUILDING RESOURCES

Team building resources are a great complement to any climbing program. They’re fun and foster cooperation, communication, 
problem solving and more. We offer our version of classic team challenges, along with some innovative, new challenges.

MORE TEAM BUILdING RESOURCES ONLINE! Visit our website to see other team-building activities: 
Marble Maze™, Bridge Connection™, Meteorite Mission™, Human Ladder, Spider’s Web, Porthole 

Escape™, Don’t Lose your Marbles™, Sinking Raft™ and Dinosaur Egg Transfer™.

ALL ABOARD™

The group will learn to work together as 
they move from platform to platform, relying 
on communication, problem solving and 
cooperation skills. Solid wood platforms nest 
together for easy storage and the bases are 
designed to protect floors. Includes three 
platforms (26” x 26”, 20” x 20” and 14” x 
14”) and activity guide.

MEMORY MAZE™

Visual memory, cooperation, concentration 
and problem solving are required in this 
team challenge. The group must work 
together to uncover the invisible path. 
Square by square, they move through 
the grid from start to finish, starting over 
each time an incorrect square is used. Set 
includes Memory Maze grid, card set with 
illustrated paths and activity guide.

TOXIC WASTE TRANSfER

Using only handles of the ropes attached 
to the transport basket, ten people work 
together to move and dump the toxic waste 
into the neutralizing container. Set includes 
transport basket with 10 detachable ropes, 
“toxic waste” (16 balls), “neutralizing 
container” (basket) and activity guide.

CLIMBING THE WALLS™ - New! versioN 3
This third edition includes more activities, expanded resources, color photos 
and a fresh new look! See full details on page 8.

TRAVERSE WALL ASSESSMENT PACKAGE

An inspiring way to collect, document and celebrate climbers’ efforts and 
progress during the climbing wall session. Using goal-setting, journaling, 
rubrics, observations, self-assessment and more, you will be able to 
comprehensively and objectively assess participants’ physical climbing skills, 
as well as social, emotional and cognitive progress.

CHOOSE WELL, BE WELL™

Promote awareness of proper nutrition and exercise through climbing 
activities. Children will learn the key components of the MyPlate food 
guidelines and develop an understanding of the importance of adopting 
healthy exercise and nutrition habits. Includes a full-color MyPlate activity 
board (23” x 35”) with a dry-erase and magnet-accepting surface; a set of 30 
food magnets; a detailed activity guide divided by grade level (1st –8th) and 
hardware.
Note: For use on magnet-accepting walls or with Discovery™ Plates.

CLIMBING fOR CHARACTER™

Link character education with the world of climbing! This unique guide 
supports the development of eight key character traits: Honesty, Courage, 
Diligence, Responsibility, Kindness and Caring, Respect, Trustworthiness 
and Service to Others. Climbing for Character contains introductory and 
background information on character education and cross-curricular lesson 
plans linking climbing and character traits for children in primary, middle and 
upper grades.
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SAfARI JUNGLE GYM
The Safari Jungle Gym is a dynamic line of indoor adventure 
elements that introduce age-appropriate challenge, fun and 
fitness to your facility. Similar to some low-ropes course 
elements, the Safari  Jungle Gym mounts to your facility wall and 
is great for physical education classes, after-school programs, 
camps, recreation centers and inclement weather situations. 
The pieces challenge a wide range of fitness levels and stow 
and lock to prevent unauthorized use. 

Elements can be bought individually or in packages with 
a Mat Locking System. All elements include mounting 
brackets, hardware, closing tool, installation instructions, 
safety signage and an activity guide. Elements must be 
mounted to concrete blocks or poured concrete walls.

MONKEY BARS

We brought this classic play element indoors. The Safari 
Monkey Bars develop upper body strength and coordination. 
Use them to bridge space between climbing wall sections, 
over a doorway, above a climbing wall or on their own. Made 
of durable, powder-coated steel. 

WILD WEB

Engage every muscle of the body to make it across the 
Safari Wild Web! This sturdy cargo net climber combines 
problem solving, fun and fitness.

CIRCLE STEPPERS

Thoughtful movement and great balance are required on 
the Safari Circle Steppers. Travel across all five hanging 
discs of this low-ropes element on feet or knees. 

SWING STEPPERS

Get into the swing of it with Safari Swing Steppers. Children 
are required to move across a set of five swinging steps for 
a fun balancing challenge.

SAfARI MONKEY BARS

SAfARI® | JUNGLE GyM

SAfARI WILD WEB

SAfARI CIRCLE STEPPERS

SAfARI SWING STEPPERS
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EASY STEPS TO LOCKING SAfARI ELEMENTS

SAfARI PLANK WALK

PLANK WALK

Cross the Safari Plank Walk using the hanging guide ropes. 
It’s fun and develops upper body and core strength, balance 
and coordination.

RETRACTABLE ELEMENTS & MAT LOCKING SYSTEM

Safari’s retractable mounting brackets and Mat Locking System 
help prevent unauthorized use of elements. Simply push 
elements against the wall using the included tool and then push 
mats against the wall. Hang the nylon webbing loops onto the 
specially-designed holders, push up the red security latch and 
lock with a few turns of the security bolt. The mats fasten to 
one another and attach to the base of the wall. A “No Climbing” 
decal is printed on the outer side of the mats to serve as notice 
that Safari is closed.

Note: Circle Steppers are easily removed and stored separately prior to locking mats.

TIP: Use closing tool to push Safari element against the wall!

WEEKIDZ® | EARLy CHILDHOOD

WEEKIDZ CHALLENGE COURSE

Run, hop, crawl, jump and wiggle your way through 
a variety of fun obstacles on the WeeKidz Challenge 
Course. From hurdles to agility ladders and arches, the 
many parts and pieces make the possibilities endless. 
you can even create courses for use with scooters. 
WeeKidz Challenge Course set includes: 20 red 
bases, 10 long noodles, 8 medium noodles, 11 small 
noodles, 3 balance beams, 6 rings, 50 - 4” connectors, 
6 L-connectors, 5 T-connectors, 6 curved rubber 
directional arrows, 4 straight rubber directional arrows 
and activity guide.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD 
This product contains small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

WEEKIDZ BALANCE BEAMS

Our lightweight beams offer a fun, balancing challenge with 
numbers, letters and shapes. Designed with young children 
in mind, our beams are constructed of 3- inch foam enclosed 
in an 18 oz. vinyl shell. Each beam has Velcro® on its end to 
easily attach multiple beams.

Each beam is 72”L x 4”W x 3”H. Beams are available in 
Alphabet, Food Groups, Numbers, Shapes, French Numbers, 
Spanish Numbers and Chinese Numbers. Activity guide 

included.

WEEKIDZ PUZZLE BEAMS

Develop the body and mind with balance beams that link 
together with unique puzzle connectors. Children will call 
upon their creativity and have a blast designing a variety of 
interesting shapes to walk across. The beams offer children 
the opportunity to develop balance and coordination, 
while the puzzle feature helps children solve problems and 
develop persistence, hand-eye coordination, reasoning and 
fine motor skills. Activity guide included.
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PLAYGROUND WALL

Climb the walls, even outside! Our freestanding Playground 
Wall allows for climbing on both sides, making it perfect 
for playgrounds, schoolyards or backyards. It is available 
in two panel styles, clear and color. Waterproof, durable and 
easy to clean, each panel comes with 20 Groperz Hand 
Holds per side and zinc-plated bolts. Panels are mounted to 
blue powder-coated steel posts. Walls are 12’ long; make 
them longer with additional panel purchases. Available in 
two heights: 6’ (for children ages 3 - 12) and 8’ (for children 
ages 5 - 12). Required safety landing surface not included. 
Protected by U.S. Patent. everlastclimbing/patents


